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ILO 
•  Highlight*the*essence*of**
– Qualifica5ons*Framework*(QF)*and**
– Qualifica5ons*Register*(QR)*

•  Describe*the*concepts*in*OutcomeBBased
*Learning*and*Teaching*
–  Intended*Learning*Outcomes*(ILO)*
– Construc5ve*Alignments*

•  Relate*the*MILOs*with*PILOs**

Outline*

•  Introduc5on*to*the*concepts*of*OutcomesBBased
*Learning*and*Teaching**
–  Intended*Learning*Outcomes*
–  Construc5ve*Alignments*

•  Defining*Programme*Objec5ves*(PO),*Programme
*Intended*Learning*Outcome*(PILOs)*and*Module
*Intended*Learning*Outcome*(MILOs)*

•  Mapping*of*MILOs*with*PILOs*
•  What*is*QF?**How*to*jus5fy*QF*Level*(QFL)*5*and*QFL6*
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Groundrules 

Who$are$You?$

“Outcome$Based”$
Educa5on$is…$

Outcome Based 
Education / Teaching / 

Learning  is… 
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About 
Outcome Based Approach 

Outcome(based-Approach(
“…starting with a clear picture of what is 
important for students to be able to do [and 
know], then organizing the curriculum, 
instruction and assessment to make sure that 
this learning ultimately happens.”    

(Spady, 1994) 
 

Syllabus / Traditional
Approach

Approaches to  
Curriculum Design 

Content

Learning
Outcomes

L&T Method

Assessment

Outcome-based 
Approach

Content

Learning
Objectives

T&L Method
Assessment

HK Exam Authority 
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By#yourself 
•  Write#down#what#are#the#things#you#(your#role)
#can#do#in#the#process#of#OBTL#to#help#enabling
#students#to#achieve#the#intended#learning
#outcomes? 

! 
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In#your#group 

! 
! 
! 
! 
! 

•  Share#you#list#with#each#other#
•  Write#5#“things”#on#a#blank#paper#which#you
#agreed#the#most##[please#remark#the
#respec=ve#(role)#you#are#referring#to] 
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Recap&
Basics&of&&Learning&Outcomes&Statements&

Example 
By&the&end&of&this&lesson,&students&should&be&able
&to:&

–  iden>fy&basic&shapes&from&various&model&buildings&
–  &calculate&volumes&of&different&3D&shapes&&
&&
 

Structure of a  
Learning Outcome 

Action 
Verb

Object 
of 

the Verb
Context

•  indicating
 what the
 learner will
 be able to do 

•  often with an
 associated
 adverb 

+ + 

•  indicating
 on what
 the
 learner is
 acting 

Standard of 
Performance

•  a qualifying
 phrase to
 provide a
 context or
 condition 

HK Exam Authority 
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By#the#end#of#this#lesson,#students#should#be#able
#to:#

–  iden3fy#basic#shapes#from#various#model#buildings#
–  #calculate#volumes#of#different#3D#shapes##
##
 

Exercise:##
Iden3fy#Ac3on#Verb,#Object#&#Context#from#the
#example#below# 

Exercise:#
Iden3fy#Ac3on#Verb,#Object#&#Context#from#the
#example#below# 
By#the#end#of#this#lesson,#students#should#be#able
#to:#

–  iden3fy#basics#shapes#from#of#various#model
#buildings#

–  #calculate#volumes#of#different#3D#shapes##
##
 Action 

Verb

Object 
of 

the Verb
Context+ + 

Generic Verbs 
Ambiguous Verbs

�

�communicate,
 work, undertake,
 make, solve,
 learn 

 understand, know,
 appreciate, grasp

Some verbs are relatively less informative about 
the depth of understanding.

 

Some verbs are so general in their meanings that 
they can hardly serve the functions of a learning 

goal or as criteria for assessment

Buck Ng (2007), IUT programme, EDC, Hong Kong PolyU.

Reference: 
Curriculum Revision Resource Book. Curriculum Revision for Triennium 

2005-08. Hong Kong PolyU. pp.17
https://www2.polyu.edu.hk/cr/resourcefr/resourcebook.htm 
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Example 1 

�…demonstrate an
 understanding of the
 Henri Fayol’s Principles of
 Management 

�…understand the Henri
 Fayol’s Principles of
 Management 

 

Example 2 

�…demonstrate an
 understanding of the
 Henri Fayol’s Principles of
 Management 

�…analyse different scenarios
 with considerations of the
 Henri Fayol’s Principles of
 Management 
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Hong Kong Council for Accreditation of Academic and Vocational Qualifications 

Guidelines on Moderation  
(For Stakeholders’ Reference) 
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Annex 5b 

Taxonomy of the Learning Outcomes of the Three Domains of 
Competency Developed by Bloom and His Associates 

Cognitive Domain

Category Examples and Outcome Illustrating 
Action Verbs 

Knowledge: Recall data or 
information. 

Examples: Recite a policy. Quote prices from 
memory to a customer. Knows the safety rules. 

Outcome Illustrating Action Verbs: defines, 
describes, identifies, knows, labels, lists, matches, 
names, outlines, recalls, recognises, reproduces, 
selects, states.  

Comprehension: Understand the 
meaning, translation, interpolation, 
and interpretation of instructions and 
problems. State a problem in one's 
own words.  

Examples: Rewrites the principles of test writing. 
Explain in one’s own words the steps for performing 
a complex task. Translates an equation into a 
computer spreadsheet. 

Outcome Illustrating Action Verbs: comprehends, 
converts, defends, distinguishes, estimates, explains, 
extends, generalizes, gives, infers, interprets, 
paraphrases, predicts, rewrites, summarises, 
translates. 

Application: Use a concept in a new 
situation or unprompted use of an 
abstraction. Applies what was learned 
in the classroom into novel situations 
in the work place. 

Examples: Use a manual to calculate an employee’s 
vacation time. Apply laws of statistics to evaluate 
the reliability of a written test.  

Outcome Illustrating Action Verbs s: applies, 
changes, computes, constructs, demonstrates, 
discovers, manipulates, modifies, operates, predicts, 
prepares, produces, relates, shows, solves, uses. 
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Hong Kong Council for Accreditation of Academic and Vocational Qualifications 

Guidelines on Moderation  
(For Stakeholders’ Reference) 
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Analysis: Separates material or 
concepts into component parts so that 
its organisational structure may be 
understood. Distinguishes between 
facts and inferences. 

Examples: Troubleshoot a piece of equipment by 
using logical deduction. Recognise logical fallacies 
in reasoning. Gathers information from a department 
and selects the required tasks for training. 

Outcome Illustrating Action Verbs: analyses, 
breaks down, compares, contrasts, diagrams, 
deconstructs, differentiates, discriminates, 
distinguishes, identifies, illustrates, infers, outlines, 
relates, selects, separates. 

Synthesis: Builds a structure or 
pattern from diverse elements. Put 
parts together to form a whole, with 
emphasis on creating a new meaning 
or structure. 

Examples: Write a company operations or process 
manual. Design a machine to perform a specific 
task. Integrates training from several sources to 
solve a problem. Revises and process to improve the 
outcome. 

Outcome Illustrating Action Verbs: categorises, 
combines, compiles, composes, creates, devises, 
designs, explains, generates, modifies, organises, 
plans, rearranges, reconstructs, relates, reorganises, 
revises, rewrites, summarises, tells, writes. 

Evaluation: Make judgments about 
the value of ideas or materials. 

Examples: Select the most effective solution. Hire 
the most qualified candidate. Explain and justify a 
new budget. 

Outcome Illustrating Action Verbs: appraises, 
compares, concludes, contrasts, criticizes, critiques, 
defends, describes, discriminates, evaluates, 
explains, interprets, justifies, relates, summarises, 
supports.
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Are$these$outcome$statements
$acceptable? 

•  recognize the social cultures in China 
•  appraise the concepts of leadership and

 management  

 Why or Why not? 
If not, how to modify? 

In pairs, come up with 
answers / suggestions in 10 minutes 
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Designing'ILOs 
•  Measurable'?'
•  Observable'?'
•  Specific'?'
•  Achievable'? 

Source of photo: http://
1.bp.blogspot.com/-ZFXqOkK9rr8/

T_ElXbDeutI/AAAAAAAABiw/
14eBAYrF07A/s1600/checklist.jpg 
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Designing'ILO'which'promotes
'higher'order'thinking 

ILOs''
at'various'levels'of'a'programme 
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Programme'

Module'1'

Lesson'1'

Lesson'2'

Module'2' Module'3'

Lesson'1''

Lesson'2'

Lesson'3'

Buck'Ng'

PILO'1'

MILO'1'

LILO'1'

LILO'2'

MILO'2' MILO'3'

LILO'1'

LILO'2'

LILO'3'
Buck'Ng'
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Beverage operations and management in catering 

 

Identify the necessary procedures for effective beverage stock 
control, marketing and sales in restaurant, catering, and wine 
shop operations 

Subject / Module level 
 

Front office and housekeeping management 
 
Describe the ways to motivate different level of staff in the 
Housekeeping Department. 
 
�

Programme / Course level 
 

BA (Hons) in Hotel, Catering and Tourism Management 
 
Define and apply the manager’s role in effectively
 organising, planning and controlling physical and
 financial resources, motivating human resources, and
 rendering customer-driven service quality delivery.  
 
(School of Hotel and Tourism Management, PolyU) 

Buck Ng (2007) Introduction to University Teaching Programme. EDC, Hong Kong PolyU.  
Reference: Curriculum Revision Resource Book. Curriculum Revision for Triennium 2005-08. Hong Kong PolyU.  
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Beverage operations and management in catering 

 

Identify the necessary procedures for effective beverage stock 
control, marketing and sales in restaurant, catering, and wine 
shop operations 

Subject/Module level 
 

Front office and housekeeping management 
 
Describe the ways to motivate different level of staff in the 
Housekeeping Department. 
 
�

Programme/Course level 
 

BA (Hons) in Hotel, Catering and Tourism Management 
 
Define and apply the manager’s role in effectively
 organising, planning and controlling physical and
 financial resources, motivating human resources, and
 rendering customer-driven service quality delivery.  
 
(School of Hotel and Tourism Management, PolyU) 

Buck Ng (2007) Introduction to University Teaching Programme. EDC, Hong Kong PolyU.  
Reference: Curriculum Revision Resource Book. Curriculum Revision for Triennium 2005-08. Hong Kong PolyU.  

Background for Lesson Planning
3. Intended learning outcomes come at different 

levels and are interrelated

Lesson ILO

Module  ILO

Course ILO
Informs

Informs

Attains 

Attains

Wincy Lee (2006)

�

�

�

The above example illustrates the 
relationships between Programme ILO & 

Subject ILO 
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Programme(

Module(1(

Lesson(1(

Lesson(2(

Module(2( Module(3(

Lesson(1((

Lesson(2(

Lesson(3(

Buck(Ng(

Objectives 
 

Outcomes 

18     



•  Learning Outcome refers to the expectations kept from the student at the end of the
 course. At the end of a course, many teachers take a test to determine what the
 student has learned from the course syllabus. The outcome determines how effective
 the course was in teaching the student and how determined the student was to learn.
 It also helps uncover any glitches in the learning program that can help the teacher
 understand how effective their teaching method is. Learning outcomes are determined
 using tests and projects. Tests help understand how much the student understood,
 while projects help determine how well can the student apply the learning in real-life
 scenarios. Learning outcomes is basically the outcome of the syllabus. The outcome
 does not indicate the methodologies used by the professor to teach the subject matter
 or what activities are undertaken by the students to learn and understand the subject
 matter. It will only indicate at the end of the course, how much the student understood
 from the subject matter. The professor can also state the outcome expected at the
 beginning of the class. 

•  Learning objective is described as what the student can expect from the teacher at the
 end of the course. It is actually the opposite of the outcome. In learning objective, the
 subject matter that will be covered during the duration of course can be called as
 learning objective. It determines what the course will have provided to the student. It
 can be described as what is the 'added value' of the teaching. Learning objective
 determine what the student will be able to understand after the course is completed
 and what the teacher will have covered in the duration of the course. Learning
 objectives are specific, attainable, realistic and measureable. 

Source:
http://www.differencebetween.info/difference-between-learning-outcome-and-learning-objective 
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Source: http://wac.sfsu.edu/sites/default/files/student_learning_outcomes.pdf 
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HSMC%Examples 
•  …%will%enable%students%to%work%in%a%team%with
%effec<ve%social%and%interpersonal%skills%

•  …equip%students%with%an%in?depth
%understanding%of%concepts,%strategies%and
%skills%in%business%administra<on 

RESTRICTED 
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Mappings 

PILO,1,

MILO,1,

LILO,1,

LILO,2,

MILO,2, MILO,3,

LILO,1,

LILO,2,

LILO,3,
Buck,Ng,

 ���
    	
	 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 

CHN
9081 

	 3 !" !"
 

!"
 

BUS
9991 

Principles of 
Super Big Data 
Economy 

3 !"
 

!"
 

!"
 

!"
 

… … … 
GEN
8801 

:  
	

6 !" !" !" !"

GEN
8802 

… 3 !" !" !"

… … 
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About,

QF,,QR,&,GLD,

Hong Kong Qualifications Framework 

http://www.hkqf.gov.hk  

HKQF’s Outcome Standards 
•  The QF is designed to be applicable to all sectors 

to facilitate the interface between academic, 
vocational and continuing education. Each of 
the seven levels is characterized by outcome-
based generic level descriptors ... 

•  … represent a certain industry’s benchmarks for 
the skills, knowledge and attributes (under 4 
dimensions) required to perform a job 

http://www.hkqf.gov.hk  
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Source: HKQF 

(competency) 

(Course Name) 
(Course Code) 
(Level) 

(Credit) 

(Assessment Guideline) 

(Remarks) 
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http://www.hkqr.gov.hk/HKQR/welcome.do 
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QF#Levels 

GLD  
Generic Level Descriptors 

GLD  
Generic Level Descriptor 

•  Process 
•  Application, autonomy and accountability 
•  Communication, IT and numeracy 
•  Knowledge and intellectual skills 
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4 5 6 7 

K Source:(Generic(Level(Descriptors(
h4p://www.hkqf.gov.hk/media/HKQF_GLD_e.pdf 
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4 5 6 7 

P Source:(Generic(Level(Descriptors(
h4p://www.hkqf.gov.hk/media/HKQF_GLD_e.pdf 
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4 5 6 7 

A Source:(Generic(Level(Descriptors(h4p://www.hkqf.gov.hk/media/HKQF_GLD_e.pdf 
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4 5 6 7 

Source:(Generic(Level(Descriptors(
h4p://www.hkqf.gov.hk/media/HKQF_GLD_e.pdf 
C 
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In#your#group#

•  Read#the#PACK#(Level#4#–#7)#
•  Iden<fy#the#key#characteris<cs#of#QFL5#&#QFL6#

! 

Teachers assess learning 
outcomes, which covers 
the disciplinary skills, 
knowledge, problem 
solving skills and 
generic skills & attitude 
that students are 
developing, as a result 

of learning.##

Aligned with Graduate 
Attributes 

Employer focuses on
 competencies which is

 represented by the
 ability in performing a
 specific function in a

 particular job or
 occupation.  

Thanks to Raymond Wan, VTC for sharing!

Functioning 
Knowledge 

Conditional 

Procedural 
Knowledge 

Declarative 
Knowledge 

Knowing about, knowing 
what, not from personal 

experience 

Put declarative knowledge to 
work, by solving problems &  etc 

Having the skills 

Knowing the circumstances for 
using them 

Biggs, J. (2nd edition, 2003) Teaching for Quality Learning at University. (Chapter 3, Formulating and clarifying curriculum objectives). 
Buckingham: Society for Research in Higher Education & Open University Press.

Thanks to Raymond Wan for sharing!
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Can extend what has been found 
through the problem to other situations 

Can generalize using knowledge 
within the problem situation 

Can use relevant knowledge/skills in 
combination 

Uses relevant knowledge/skills in 
isolation !"

52 Biggs, J. (2nd edition, 2003) Teaching for Quality Learning at University. (Chapter 3, Formulating and clarifying curriculum objectives). 
Buckingham: Society for Research in Higher Education & Open University Press.

Thanks to Raymond Wan for sharing!

Thanks to Raymond Wan for sharing!

54 

Dominating Characteristics�
L6 Through research & development to provide solutions/ Why 

and why not. 
(technical research / scholastic approach) 
Specialization in a subject/ discipline.�
 

L5 Conceptual approach to problem solving/ Why and why not? 
(conceptual approach) 
Extensive Knowledge Base�
�

L4 Broad knowledge base with some specialization in selected 
areas, 
transferability of intellectual skills, supervisory. 
Why and why not? 
(empirical approach) 

QF requirements & assessment�

Thanks to Raymond Wan for sharing!
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Constructive Alignment 

Source of picture: OBTL e-Learning Tool for Teaching, Learning and Assessment. EDO. City University of Hong Kong (2007). 
 http://www.cityu.edu.hk/edo/obtl/elearn_tool/index.htm  

Constructive 
 
•  relates to theories about how students construct 

knowledge and is based on the notion of 
‘Constructivism’.  

Alignment 
 
•  refers to ensuring that our teaching and learning 

activities and assessment tasks are directly 
addressing the intended learning outcomes we 
have chosen for our course/programme.  

Constructive Alignment 

•  …a design for implementing OBTL in three stages: 

1.  Intended Learning Outcomes (ILO's): These explicitly express 
the course or programme curriculum in terms of specific outcome 
knowledge, skills or abilities based on an appropriate action verb. 

2.  Teaching and Learning Activities (TLA's): Providing and 
engaging students in a range of learning activities that are 
designed to provide them with the opportunity to achieve the 
stated outcomes. 

3.  Assessment Tasks (AT's): Assessing how well students have 
attained those outcomes and converting the results into a final 
grade for the course.  

Source:  OBTL e-Learning Tool for Teaching, Learning and Assessment. EDO. City University of Hong Kong (2007). 
http://www.cityu.edu.hk/edo/obtl/elearn_tool/p8.htm
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Reference' 
•  PolyU'EDC'h1p://www.polyu.edu.hk/obe/'
•  CityU'''
h1p://www.cityu.edu.hk/edge/obtl/elearn_tool
/index.htm'
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Example:)Intended)Learning)Outcome)(LO):)
!Upon!comple*on!of!the!course,!students!should!be!able!to!demonstrate
!their!capability!in!par*cipa*ng!a!swimming!event!and!fulfilling!their!role(s)
!in!this!event.!!

)
Which!of!the!following!assessment(s)!is/are!suitable!for!assessing!the!ILO!?!!

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Assessment!Tasks!(ATs):!

1.   WriJen!examina*onD!

!!!!!!!!Students!are!required!to!recall!the!steps!of!swimming!and!safety!!!!

!!!!!!!!measures!of!swimming!in!a!swimming!pool.!!

2.   Reflec*ve!journalD!

!!!!!!!!Students!are!required!to!record!the!process!and!reflect!on!how!!!

!!!!!!!!swimming!skills!are!acquired.!!

3.   Prac*cal!testD!

!!!!!!!!Students!are!required!to!swim!in!a!swimming!pool.!!
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